
 

 

 

 
Abstract

The anxious policy of the province is analyzed of Jumps between years 1825 to 1831, period signed by first defended, like only

way to obtain the political organization of the republic, the acceptance of a central power recognized by the provinces. A governor

salteño described to the federalismo like a political hurricane that would destroy the order and would take to the anarchy. Citizen -

provincial retailers of elites maintained those wars with loans to the state, example of the active participation of the civil association

in the political process - military man. The contributors protected the lent goods using the right that granted the law to them, bases

legal of the republic, stranger in some circumstances by the own state, provincial as as much national. Finally, we considered that

in the studied years, the province of Jumps turned political border with another emergent state, among other reasons, maintained

addict governments to a centralized power to defend of a possible outer attack to a territory who considered own, wished to legally

organize it and to that denominated nation.
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